March 26, 1996

Status of Document: Postponed in Part

Number of releases of previously postponed information: 9
Reason for Board Action: The Review Board’s decision was premised on several factors including: (a) the significant historical interest in the document in question; (b) the absence of evidence that the release of the information would cause harm to the United States or to any individual.

Number of Postponements: 3

Postponement # 1 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 2 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Gaston Baquero

Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 3 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may
be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Baquero

Release Date: 01/2006

Board Review Completed: 01/31/96
FORMER CUBAN JOURNALIST TELLS CANTO (IN MARQUESA DE CUBA BAR) THAT HE RECEIVED A LETTER STATING THAT KENNEDY WOULD BE KILLED ON 22 NOVEMBER.
SECRET 0516452
WAVE INFO DIR CITE MADR 9864

RBAT TYPIC YOBITE AMWORLD

REF WAVE 84471 IN 72832)

1. CUBAN JOURNALIST LINE 3 PARA 1 REF IS GUGROWL 4 MADR STATION ASSET. GROWERY SAW HIM ON 26 NOV WHEN GPIDEAL DEATH WAS NATURALLY DISCUSSED. AT NO TIME DID GUGROWL 4 GIVE ANY IDICATION HE HAD ANY ADVANCE WORD OR RUMOR THAT GPIDEAL WOULD BE KILLED. HE WOULD HAVE UNDOUBTEDLY REPORTED THIS TO GROWERY IF HE HAD RECEIVED LETTER REPORTED PARA 1 OR ANY OTHER INFO CONCERNING KILLING, HOWEVER, WILL QUERIY HIM DIRECTLY.

2. NO INDEX.

SECRET

Document Number 315-119
for FOIA Review on MAY 1976

C/S COMMENT: *DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO RYBAT GP FLOOR CABLES.

**On morning of 22 Nov., owner of bar "Marquesa de Cuba" in Madrid overheard former Cuban journalist tell one Canto that he had received a letter stating GPIDEAL (3) would be killed that day.